Make the Right Decision, Every Time, With Confidence
Bring together data from all parts of your organization so you can plan boldly, find
new opportunities and outpace your competition. Discover the power of unified
performance optimization.
The Stakes Have Never Been Higher
In today’s hyper-competitive market, only the most agile and innovative organizations survive.
Fifty-two percent of Fortune 500 companies have disappeared since the year 20001. Most of these companies failed
to keep pace with fierce global competition and increased customer demand for better products and services.
The role of the finance department is also evolving. In addition to crunching numbers, the finance team is now a
strategic partner to the CEO and plays a key role in your organization’s growth. This puts you under immense
pressure to turn financial data into insights that will give you an edge.
But finding these insights isn’t easy.
The inability to quickly mine your data for valuable, strategic insights slows you – and your organization – down.
When you lack automated processes and reliable data, you may miss business opportunities, lose revenue, and fail
to comply with regulations.

Plan Confidently. Execute Efficiently. Analyze and Report Reliably.
Find new opportunities, improve decision making and gain a competitive advantage with unified performance
optimization. Longview can help by bringing together data from all parts of your organization and delivering reliable,
up-to-the-minute information when you need it.
•

Attain real-time visibility into the performance of your entire operation anytime, anywhere from any device, so
you can make faster, smarter decisions, change course when you need to, and optimize results.

•

Get a unified view of business performance from a single, reliable information source so you can boost
operational efficiencies, assure compliance, and make Finance a key player in organizational strategy.

•

Sharpen your focus on high value business activities so you can hit your targets on time and provide deeper
intelligence to the CEO.

•

Gain peace of mind with a scalable solution made to handle large volumes of data and users – keeping pace
with your organization as it grows.
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Longview Plan: Chart a Course for Success with Reliable and Real-Time Data
Maintaining a competitive advantage means linking performance to strategic goals. With Longview Plan, you can:
•

Aggregate any source of organizational data in real time to ensure that all areas of your business are working
together towards key business goals.

•

Use these insights to plan with confidence and quickly switch gears as needed.

Longview Close: Achieve a Faster and More Accurate Financial Close
Accelerating the close can help you steer your business in the right direction.
•

Significantly shorten your close cycle and free up the finance team for higher-value tasks and analysis.

•

Confidently tell the story behind your numbers, on deadline, across your organization.

Longview Tax: Mitigate risk, improve accuracy and gain the transparency required by tax
authorities, auditors and executives
Automate even your most complex calculations to simplify tax accounting and eliminate risky spreadsheet-based
tasks. With Longview Tax, you can:
•

Reduce the time you spend gathering and reconciling data, so you can focus on value-added analysis and
planning, such as finding opportunities for cash tax savings.

•

Efficiently distil and communicate complex tax data beyond the tax department to improve collaboration.

•

Cut the tax close cycle by as much as 50 percent.

Longview Analytics: Gain a 360° View of Your Organization
View and analyze data from all parts of your organization, and:
•

Easily deliver custom reports, scorecards (KPIs), what-if scenarios, forecasts, and more.

•

Provide the business with data that helps it seize opportunities and drive revenue.

Discover How Longview Can Give You a Competitive Advantage
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Visit longview.com to request a demo today and learn how you can turbocharge your organization’s performance
with greater speed, visibility, and financial integrity.

longview.com
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